
Seasonal & Part-Time Prescribed Burn Employment Opportunities
with Atlantic Wildfire Resources, LLC.

If interested in any of these positions, feel free to correspond by phone or email.
Submission of resume or a summary of work experience is encouraged.
Contact: Brandon L. Price W: 919-414-8046

fire@wildlandforestry.com

AWR is currently looking for energetic field personnel to assist with prescribed fire
operations for the 2018-19 season. There are two position openings for a 3-month Spring
assignment in the mountains of Virginia.  All other positions are for short-term jobs on a
'Call When Needed' (CWN) basis.

ENGINE BOSS: Call when needed, 7-21 day wildfire assignments in VA/NC/TN/GA on Type 6 Engine.  Starting pay
is $375+ per day based on experience and additional certifications.  Must be able to operate independently and
supervise crew.  Some short-term work in NC may also be available.

SQUAD BOSS/FFT1 on RxFire Module: 3 month position Feb 15th-May 15th, 80 hours per 2-week period.  Based
near Hot Springs, VA.  Lodging, transportation, and food allowance provided.  Applicant must have previous
prescribed burn or wildland suppression experience. Sawyer classification preferred, valid drivers licence
required. Compensation starts at $17.00 per hour.  Closes 12/30/18.

BURN TECH/FFT2 on RxFire Module: 3 month position Feb 15th-May 15th, 80 hours per 2-week period.  Based
near Hot Springs, VA.  Lodging, transportation, and food allowance provided.  Applicants with previous
prescribed burn or wildland suppression experience will be given preferred consideration. Compensation starts
at $14.00 per hour.  Application deadline is 12/30/18.

FFT1 & FFT2: Call when needed, day or weekly  assignments in VA/NC.  Pay ranges from $15 to $24 per hour,
based on experience and additional certifications. Primary work will be assisting with prescribed burns on
private lands, fuel mitigation, and handline construction. Possible wildfire assignments with Type 6 Engine.

Prescribed Burn Helper: No documented experience required though applicants should have participated or
completed some kind of wildland education (Certified Burner, Forest/Wildlife B.S. or Associate degree, field day,
etc).  Call when needed, 1-2 day assignments in VA/NC, primarily in the piedmont area.  Starting pay is $115+
per day based on experience.  Additional training available.


